
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVALS & EVENTS ASSOCIATON 
BEST NEW PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITY 

CITY OF WEST PALM BEACH 
Clematis by Night – 20th Anniversary (CBN20)!

Introduction and Background:
Clematis by Night has been a Thursday night tradition in downtown West Palm Beach for both residents and visitors alike for 20 
years. This free weekly outdoor concert series, produced by the City of West Palm Beach, has been “The Hot Spot to Chill” with live 
performances by popular national, regional and local bands, food and drink specials, and an unmatched ambiance on the spectacular 
West Palm Beach Waterfront. 

Clematis by Night started in the summer of 1995 in its current waterfront location and weekly format. The event was originally slated 
as a summer program but residents quickly requested that the city keep this weekly concert series, and the music hasn’t stopped 
since. Local and regional bands now clamor for the chance to play on the Clematis by Night stage. More than 300 local, regional and 
national bands have played on the CBN stage during the 950+ Clematis by Night events held since 1995. Natasha Bedingfield, Vince 
Neil, JT Hodges, Randy Houser, Cassadee Pope, and many others include Clematis by Night as a favorite South Florida stop where 
they have performed free concerts for West Palm Beach residents and visitors.

This West Palm Beach institution is also a central spot for visitors to experience our City, professionals to unwind at the end of the day, 
for friends to meet up and for families to enjoy an affordable night out with free entertainment. The event regularly celebrates many 
of the traditional holidays with festivities including Halloween and the December holidays, and also puts on a show for special events 
like the Super Bowl or this year’s Summer in Paradise, which kicked off on June 4. 

Mayor Jeri Muoio, who regularly attends the event, said, “Events like Clematis by Night and all of our other community events are 
integral to the continued vitality of downtown and the City. It not only provides diverse entertainment and culture for our residents but 
greatly improves the quality of life, making West Palm Beach a vibrant and attractive community.”

While the event provides an affordable recreation for the community, it also helps downtown businesses with an increase in foot traffic 
and dollars spent. “Clematis by Night is a tremendous boost to the downtown economy. It gives us an extra push on a weeknight of 
people patronizing our local restaurants, bars and shops and really drives business on bigger special nights,” said Raphael Clemente, 
Executive Director of the Downtown Development Authority. 

Description and Purpose/Objective:
City staff recognized that the 20th anniversary of West Palm Beach’s trademark heritage event was an occasion to be heralded. Few 
municipalities or agencies can successfully pull in crowds week in and week out for over 950 consecutive events. Historically, the big 
five, ten and 15 year anniversaries were celebrated with one big night of festivities. Everyone agreed that 20 years deserved much, 
much more.

On Thursday, June 4, 2015 the City initiated a summer-long tribute to this beloved event with festivities that included an epic Battle 
of the Bands, two times the weekly entertainment, a throwback to $2 drink specials, a giant “lollipop cake” in the shape of the CBN20 
logo, a video and photo montage of CbN over twenty years, and the launch of The Pool, an All Glow, no H20, interactive, colorful art 
installation created by world renowned artist, Jen Lewin. On June 11, we officially marked the anniversary with two stages hosting four 
bands, each chosen and promoted by one of our partnering radio stations to participate in a nonstop battle for the opportunity to open 
for a national act at our 4th on Flagler Independence Day celebration. Our Lake Pavilion was transformed into “Throwback Thursday” 
with Clematis by Night posters and memorabilia on display from the two decades, nonstop videos with highlights from special nights 
since 1995, CBN20 merchandise, and a one-of-a-kind eight-by-four foot “lollipop cake”, designed by our Administrative Assistant 
and created with 800 colorful suckers. The CBN20 celebration will continue all summer with two bands and $2 drink specials every 
Thursday, with a grand finale End of Summer Bash, featuring YouTube sensation Macy Kate, on Aug. 27, 2015.

The objective of the CBN20 promotion was to work with our media partners to commemorate a momentous anniversary of a beloved, 
West Palm Beach heritage event; to create a new “buzz” for Clematis by Night through a new graphics package; produce twice the 
entertainment and activities; and to increase attendance and media results for the summer and the next 20 years! 
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Description of what was being promoted: 
“CBN20” promoted the twentieth anniversary of Clematis by Night and the entertainment vibe in downtown West Palm Beach. One 
of Clematis by Night’s catch phrases is “The Hot Spot to Chill”, and there is little doubt this twenty year entertainment institution was 
anything but, as seen by the crowd which was more than quadruple the normal attendance on June 4 and June 11. Additionally, the 
anniversary was a terrific theme that promoted the event itself to both long-time fans and those who were curious but had never 
attended before. 

The City of West Palm Beach commemorated two decades of fun at Clematis by Night with a summer-long celebration that included:

 ● Two bands and $2 drink specials every Thursday night through August. Typically, Clematis by Night hires one band to play each 
week. For this promotion, we featured a headliner and opener every week, all summer long. The two band format included “legacy” 
headliners, comprised of bands that have been performing at Clematis by Night for many years, and opening acts that featured bands 
that have never performed at Clematis by Night before. By marrying the seasoned with the new, we opened up the opportunity to 
perform for thirteen additional local bands.

 ● An epic Battle of the Bands featuring four bands on two stages held on Thursday, June 11. The bands were all nominated by West Palm 
Beach radio stations 97.9 FM WRMF, X102.3 FM, 103.1 WIRK FM, and Sunny 107.9 FM, and the winner of the showdown earned a 
spot as an opening act at 4th on Flagler, South Florida’s largest outdoor Independence Day celebration. Besides being a great event 
component for simply offering four times the regular, weekly entertainment, the Battle of the Bands brought in new attendees who 
were there solely to support “their” band to win the competition. We saw crowds we hadn’t seen before, particularly those supporting 
the winning band, “KRUSH”, a very talented group of 9-12 year old rockers with a huge fan following of teenage girls and their parents. 

 ● The Battle of the Bands selection process was a promotion in itself. Our local radio partner, Palm Beach Broadcasting, committed each 
of its four stations to recruit a band to perform in the competition. The selection process was via web submittal on 97.9 FM WRMF, 
X102.3 FM, 103.1 WIRK FM, and Sunny 107.9 FM. In addition to promoting on each station web page and social media, the morning 
jocks pumped up the contest through live-liners and chatter, and the stations ran promotional spots. The overall promotional value for 
the Battle of the Bands was $80,000.

 ● A brand new graphics package was created which centered on the 300+ bands that have played Clematis by Night over the 20 years. 
Surveys have indicated that the live, weekly music is a main factor driving attendance Clematis by Night. We saluted these bands 
with a “well played” theme that was carried through in our commemorative poster, T-shirt, drink cup, and other merchandise sold for 
a limited time only. The neon drink cups were sold for $5 each and domestic draft refills in these cups only are $2 all summer long.

 ● An End-of-Summer Bash on Thursday, August 27 featuring pop songstress and YouTube sensation Macy Kate.

 ● The CBN20 theme was carried out in all promotional materials, advance event news stunts, and onsite every Thursday night, all 
summer long.

What Makes this Promotion Different from any Other Promotion:
Clematis by Night itself is a unique and special event in that it is one of the country’s longest running weekly music festivals. We didn’t 
want to take the normal route of several long speeches from the stage or having the crowd sing “Happy Birthday”. It was important 
to let the music do the talking by including bands, both past and present, in the summer-long celebration. We introduced the theme 
with a special commemorative graphic that featured the name of every band that has played at Clematis by Night over the years in 
the shape of a record with the tag line, “Well Played”. The first headliner of the summer was “The Valerie Tyson Band” which was 
one of the first bands to play at Clematis by Night 20 years ago. The summer celebration will end with pop songstress and YouTube 
sensation Macy Kate. From classic to now, the celebration appeals to all ages of music lovers and includes something for everyone 
as summer bands were chosen to include a myriad of genres.

We also wove in the launch of “The Pool” at Clematis by Night. “The Pool” is an interactive environment of giant, concentric circles 
created from more than 70 circular pads that communicate with each other; walking or jumping on them produces colorful lights. 
It’s a giant canvas where you can paint and splash light collaboratively, created by internationally acclaimed artist, Jen Lewin. We 
discovered “The Pool” while on an internet search for fun, engaging, outdoor art back in January. When “The Pool” popped up on the 
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“Burning Man Festival” website, we were hooked. We knew West Palm Beach would love to dive in. And we built 30 days of “All Glow, 
No H20” fun around The Pool, including opening night at the June 4, 2015 Clematis by Night and the continued promotion throughout 
June at CBN. The “glow” factor continued at Clematis by Night with glow ping pong, corn hole, hula hoops and CBN20 light up LED 
sticks and glow swizzle sticks as giveaways.

Targeted Audience/ Attendance / Number of Participants: 
The CBN20 Celebration hoped to reach as broad an audience as possible across all income and age groups with our event. Clematis 
by Night has been “The Hot Spot to Chill” every Thursday night for twenty years in West Palm Beach, is marketed to the entire 
community and has attendees from all demographics. Our four radio station partners represent a broad demographic spectrum and 
our patrons reflect this diversity. 

Estimated crowds of 10,000 each night attended the CBN20 kick off on June 4 and the Anniversary on June 11, 2015. Total attendance 
for June 2015 was estimated at 26,000. Crowds at the subsequent July Clematis by Night events are estimated to be 3,000 each 
night, with the End of Summer Bash predicted to be 10,000. The overall anticipated attendance at Clematis by Night this summer is 
54,000. More than sixty staff, sponsors and volunteers have participated. 

Tie-in of Promotion to Main Event/Organization:
Clematis by Night is one of the City of West Palm Beach’s signature free events for residents and visitors. The main attractor of 
Clematis by Night is the live music featured every week, year round. Eight months prior to the CBN20, staff organized a facilitated 
retreat consisting of staff, the downtown merchants’ association, former Clematis by Night workers and lovers of the event to provide 
input as to how to celebrate the big anniversary. There were many different opinions and ideas but the universal conversation was 
the celebration should be an impactful, community promotion which focused on live music and helped set the course for the future of 
Clematis by Night. The elements of the CBN20 promotion reflected the heart, history and spirit of Clematis by Night:

 ● Battle of the Bands: centering the June 11th anniversary event on local bands reflected back to the origins of Clematis by Night when 
the event itself was only a tiny stage with one band, a pizza vendor and a keg of beer. Since that meager beginning in June, 1995, 
we have continued to employ more than 300 bands to play more than 950 Thursdays. Additionally, we promote the weekly bands via 
our website, and quarterly press releases and results include a weekly profile in the entertainment section of the Palm Beach Post for 
each band. The Battle of the Bands, and the additional tremendous promotion given to the top four selected groups, exemplify our 20 
year commitment to booking and promoting outstanding local, regional and national entertainment. The Battle of the Bands was such 
a resounding success for both the event and the radio partners that we have penciled in Battle of the Bands 2 for June, 2016.

 ● Two Times the Music all Summer Long: Again, speaking to the importance of live music to Clematis by Night, we doubled our weekly 
entertainment all summer long by booking an opener and a headliner. The openers were bands on a waiting list to play Clematis by 
Night for the first time. In addition to providing more variety of music for our attendees, it gave us a chance to “audition” them live for 
another CBN date in the future. Our CBN fans love the chance to hear new bands, enjoy twice the entertainment nightly, and the fact 
that we have only one band break each night…all summer long! By popular demand, we predict that two times the music will be a 
summer tradition that continues for CBN21 and beyond.

 ● Two Dollar Drink Specials: A throwback to the beginning of Clematis by Night, when $1 drafts were offered until 1998. The $2 
domestic draft special is only available with purchase of a $5 commemorative, refillable CBN20 neon cup, and it’s valid all summer 
long. Just keep your cup.

 ● End of Summer Bash: The CBN20 “two decades of fun” celebration completes on Thursday, August 27 and features a YouTube 
sensation, and up-and-comer in the music industry, Macy Kate.

 ● CBN20 graphics: A special commemorative graphic that featured the name of every band that has played at Clematis by Night over 
the years in the shape of a record, with the tag line, “Well Played”, was created and used in a commemorative poster, promotional 
posters, print ads, mailers and tv spot graphics.
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Overall Revenue and Expense Budget of Specific Promotion: 
CBN20 Expenses Amount
Entertainment $3,850.00
Production $2,090.00
Security $407.00
Signage $4,150.00
Promotional Items $5,415.00
Printed Materials $2,837.00
A/V $560.00
Rentals $1,265.00
Total: $20,574.00
Revenue (as of 7/9/15) $25,038.00

Duration of Promotion (Start to Finish): 
June 4, 2015 – August 27, 2015. Clematis by Night was founded on June 8, 1995.

Description of Sponsor / Charity / Volunteer / School / Other Group Involvement with Event/Oorganization and 
Promotion and Benefits to Each (if applicable): 
Palm Beach Broadcasting: In addition to their regular commitment of 112 radio spots per week, live-liners and web presence, the 
four radio stations (97.9 FM WRMF, X102.3 FM, 103.1 WIRK FM, and Sunny 107.9 FM) embraced, organized and promoted the first 
Battle of the Bands competition for CBN20. This partnership included creating and coordinating the online band submission process, 
promoting the competition on all four stations via each radio station website, live-liners and chatter on all stations, eblasts and radio 
spots to promote the contest, and the actual Battle of the Bands contest at Clematis by Night. Palm Beach Broadcasting added a fun 
twist with “Throwback Thursday” songs from twenty years ago that each station played every Thursday during 5pm prime drive time. 
The “Throwback Thursday” songs, chosen to reflect each station’s genre, were introduced by the jocks with chatter about Clematis by 
Night’s 20th anniversary and an invitation for everyone to head down to Clematis by Night tonight! The overall value of the promotion 
from Palm Beach Broadcasting was $447,200! Palm Beach Broadcasting benefited from the exposure to 26,000 estimated attendees, 
or five times the attendance from June 2014, and the predicted overall crowd of 54,000 for the summer long promotion. All of the 
stations were onsite with their branded vehicles and street teams for the June 4 and 11 events.

WPBF TV 25: Our local ABC Affiliate sponsored CBN20 for the entire summer starting the week of June 4, 2015. They produced 
and ran spots for the June 4th launch and the June 11th anniversary event. They will continue to produce spots for July and August, 
including a separate spot for the August 27th End of Summer Bash. These spots play weekly and are valued at $20,000. Additionally, 
Erin Guy, WPBF anchor and downtown West Palm Beach resident, is MC’ing Clematis by Night twice a month to further excite the 
crowds and draw attention to our mutually beneficial partnership. Once a month, WPBF included live weather shots from Clematis 
by Night during their evening broadcasts and specific Clematis by Night forecasts each Thursday on morning, noon, 5 p.m., 5:30 
p.m. and 6 p.m. newscasts. They also promoted CBN20 on their Facebook and Twitter social media account and WPBF.com. WPBF 
benefited from the exposure to 26,000 estimated attendees or five times the attendance from June 2014, and the predicted overall 
crowd of 54,000 for the summer long promotion.

Brown Distributing/Tito’s Handmade Vodka/Coca Cola: We sell Budweiser, Tito’s and Coca Cola products onsite. In addition 
to benefitting from the additional exposure onsite to five times as many people as a “regular” Clematis by Night, these sponsors 
financially profited from the additional sales of their product during CBN20. The month of June 2015 sales, compared to June 2014, 
were up 74% due to the additional promotion, events, and activities of CBN20. These sponsors also benefited from the exposure to 
26,000 estimated attendees, or five times the attendance from June 2014, and the predicted overall crowd of 54,000 for the summer-
long promotion.

The Palm Beach Post: The Palm Beach Post sponsored ten 1/4 ads for CBN20 and 50,000 digital ads, and they are onsite to sell 
subscriptions at Clematis by Night. The Palm Beach Post also benefited from the exposure to 26,000 estimated attendees or five 
times the attendance from June 2014, and the predicted overall crowd of 54,000 for the summer long promotion.
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Additional sponsors, including the West Palm Beach Marriott and Discover the Palm Beaches, also benefited from the exposure to 
26,000 estimated attendees or five times the attendance from June 2014, and the predicted overall crowd of 54,000 for the summer-
long promotion. All of our sponsors were included in the WPBF TV spots, Palm Beach Post ad, CBN20 radio spots, CBN20 posters 
and mailers which were promotions, all above and beyond the normal Clematis by Night marketing created solely due to the 20th 
anniversary of Clematis by Night.

Additional group involvement included the Northwood Merchants Association and the Northwest Neighborhood which were provided 
a booth onsite to promote their summer events, activities and promotions.

Overall Effectiveness / Success of Promotion:
An estimated 54,000 people will attend Clematis by Night this summer, many returning almost every week with friends and family to 
unwind and relax to live entertainment. There is continued pedestrian circulation above and beyond our normal event-related crowds, 
resulting in more business for downtown merchants. Estimated crowds from June 2015 Clematis by Night events are 26,000; in June 
2014 crowds totaled approximately 8,000 - a 69% increase in attendance for the month of June! 

The CBN20 celebration provided numerous opportunities to pitch to the media resulting in a tremendous $536,542.68 of media 
coverage! Public relations efforts resulted in 29 media stories with a total value of $33,638.26 including nine TV stories with a total 
reach of 266,880. Sponsored television :30 spots, live weather and anchor appearances were estimated at $20,000 in value. Over 
the course of the twelve week promotion, Palm Beach Broadcasting will run an astounding 1,334 recorded :30 spots, highlight 
on each of their four station websites, chatter in 672 live-liners, “Throwback Thursday” promos, and run the Battle of the Bands 
contest which included additional web, live-liners, recorded liners and e-blasts. The grand total for sponsored radio promotion for 
CBN20 is $447,200! The Palm Beach Post has sponsored a grand total $35,704.42 in advertising including ten ¼ print ads valued 
at $35,004.42, plus 50,000 digital impressions valued at $700. CBN20 provided an avenue to increase our social media interaction. 
There were six social media posts on Facebook that reached 29,670 users with a total of 889 “likes, comments and shares”, 2,211 
post clicks and one video with 2,447 views. 

The CBN20 promotion also enabled us to secure a television sponsor for an extended period of time for the event. Historically, it has 
been very difficult to entice a television station to sponsor more than just one “Big Clematis by Night.” They are reluctant to commit to 
extended, weekly air time. WPBF TV 25 came on board for June, July and August because there was a designated beginning and end 
to the promotion, which included two big initial events with the June 4 launch and the June 11 Battle of the Bands, specials that ran 
throughout the promotion and a grand finale End of Summer Bash in August. Not only did they jump in with ads, social media support 
and on air mentions, they also provided a main anchor to be the “face of Clematis by Night” for the summer. 

The CBN20 promotion nudged us to evolve programming for Clematis by Night into its next decade. The Battle of the Bands was 
mutually successful for Palm Beach Broadcasting and Clematis by Night. We have already decided that it will be the summer kick-off 
for the future. Two times the music every Thursday is also proving to be a popular attraction that works well with our crowds. We will 
carry the two bands each night and $2 drink specials forward for next summer as well. 

As Clematis by Night is a free event, we use data from parking garage revenues and event revenues to assist in determining the 
success of an event or promotion. Beverage and merchandise onsite revenues for Clematis by Night in June, 2015 were up an 
astounding 74% from June of 2014 ($22,269 versus $5,695). Parking garage revenues on Thursday nights in June 2015 were up 34% 
from June 2014 with 953 additional cars parked. 

SUPPORTING QUESTION: What Challenges/Obstacles did You Foresee/encounter in Creating the Program/Activity/
Idea, and How Did You Handle Them?
CBN20 Graphics Journey: We were committed to creating memorable and meaningful graphics for the CBN20 celebration. We 
didn’t want anything generic or seen before. Two of us have been with Clematis by Night since the beginning; we know what this 
event means to the community. We’ve lived the entire experience of the event. How could we best reflect this? We struggled, really 
struggled, with portraying the essence of Clematis by Night. We started early, very early for us, in January 2015. We wanted time to 
create a masterpiece. We suffered through eight different versions and transitions on paper for the CBN20 poster/idea. None were 
right, none stuck to our bones. In early May, we walked backwards to the CBN20 visioning session we hosted in the fall of 2014. The 
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group had discussed the connection and synergy of the song “Dancing in the Moonlight” to Clematis by Night. We were running out of 
time and contacted the Agency for permission to use the song in our poster and other printed materials. We received permission with 
a steep price tag. Our graphic designer was playing around with the words in an artistic, handwritten format in the shape of a record. 
We liked it, but we couldn’t afford permission to use the song lyrics in all of our materials. Almost all at once, the graphic designer, 
event coordinator and I came up with the same resolution: instead of the Dancing in the Moonlight pricey lyrics, we should use all of 
the band names that ever played Clematis by Night. It was the meaningful, memorable answer we had sought for four long months. 
Music is the heart of Clematis by Night and a big reason the community loves the event. What better way to honor CBN and what 
matters most than to memorialize through the CBN20 graphics? Within 24 hours the perfect tagline followed: Well Played. Sometimes 
you just have to be patient to see the forest through the trees.

Battle of the Bands Challenge: As anyone who purchases talent can attest, from time to time there will be problems with the actual 
performers themselves. Our Battle of the Bands had its share of pre-battles with two of the bands that were nominated to perform. 
Sadly, the night before the event one of the bands had to drop out due to a family emergency. Fortunately, because of our excellent 
partnership with Palm Beach Broadcasting, they were quickly able to secure another band to take their spot in a matter of hours. 

Our other “battle” started as soon as this band was selected to play. From the first contact, they were a handful to deal with. They 
didn’t like the spot they were given and wanted a different time slot; on-site they didn’t like the fact they had to play facing the sun; 
and they parked all of their vehicles illegally on the event site. To top it all off, they won the Battle of the Bands, then canceled their 
4th on Flagler opening act appearance less than a week out (after all of our marketing materials for that event had been printed with 
their name on it) because they received an offer for a better gig. Again, because of strong ties we have with our media partner Palm 
Beach Broadcasting, we were able to quickly contact the runner-up band from CBN20 Battle of the Bands, who graciously stepped in 
at the last minute and took the spot.  

◆ ◆ ◆
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1A: Printed

1A) 20th Anniversary Promotional Poster 18" x 24"

A
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1B : Printed

1B) 20th Anniversary Commemorative Poster 12" x 12"

B
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1C: Printed

1C) 20th Anniversary Summer Schedule Poster 11" x 17"

C
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1D : Printed

1D) 20th Anniversary_Palm Beach Post TGIF Ad

D
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1E: Printed

1E) 20th Anniversary Post Card 5.5" x 8.5"

E
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2A: Promotional / Marketing / Media

2A) CBN20_CBS12_6.11.15_Video Online

A
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2B: Promotional / Marketing / Media

2B) CBN20_WPBF_6-11-15_Late After Game Video

B

WPBF 6-11-15 Clematis by Night - Late After Game.mp4
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2C: Promotional / Marketing / Media

2C-1) CBN20_Palm Beach Happening_6.10.15 Online

C
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2C: Promotional / Marketing / Media

2C-2) CBN20_Palm Beach Happening_6.10.15 Online

CO
NTINUEDC
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6/8/2015 Palm Beach Post, S unday, J une 07, 2015 - ActivePaper Daily by Olive S oftware

http://digital.olivesoftware.com/Olive/ODE /PalmBeachPost/PrintPagesView.htm 1/2

6/8/2015 Palm Beach Post, S unday, J une 07, 2015 - ActivePaper Daily by Olive S oftware

http://digital.olivesoftware.com/Olive/ODE /PalmBeachPost/PrintPagesView.htm 1/2

2D: Promotional / Marketing / Media

2D) CBN20_Palm Beach Post-Accent, Sunday_06.07.15 

D
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2E: Promotional / Marketing / Media

2E) CBN20_Palms West Monthly_July 2015 

E
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3A: Merchandise

3A) CBN20 Ladies’ Black T-Shirts

A
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3B: Merchandise

3B) CBN20 Men’s Gray T-Shirts

B
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3C: Merchandise

3C) CBN20 Ladies & Men’s T-Shirts, Black or White (front & back)

C
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3D: Merchandise

3D) CBN20 Commemorative Cups

D
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3E: Merchandise

3E) CBN20 Commemorative Poster 12" x 12" Album Size, Foil Stamped

E
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5A: Supporting Photographs

5A) CBN20 Photograph

A

CBN20_Battle of Bands Fans
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5B-C: Supporting Photographs

1B-C) CBN20 Photographs

B

C

CBN20_Battle of Bands_Chemradery

CBN20_Battle of the Bands Winners
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5D-E: Supporting Photographs

1D-E) CBN20 Photographs

D

E

CBN20_Battle of the Bands_N2Nation 

CBN20_Event Site
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Publication Circulation Section/Name Type Date Link Value

Florida	  Weekly 20,000 Arts	  &	  Entertainment_Happenings Event	  Listings	  within	  SIP	  Story 5/28/15 $395.00

Palm	  Beach	  Daily	  News 7,126 SIP	  Story Event	  Listing 6/4/15 $55.44
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post Online	  Article Feature	  Story	  with	  Interviews	  and	  Photos 6/4/15 http://www.mypalmbeachpost.com/news/entertainment/20-‐years-‐of-‐bands-‐beer-‐and-‐best-‐buds-‐at-‐clematis-‐b/nmWWH/#0fb4dfd5.2560012.735757No	  Ad	  Value
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post 105,335 TGIF_The	  To	  Do	  List Event	  Listing	  with	  Photo 6/5/15 $923.39
South	  Florida	  Sun	  Sentinel 162,721 Community_Calendar	  of	  Events Calendar	  Listing 6/7/15 $455.00
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post 105,335 Accent Feature	  Story	  with	  Interviews	  and	  Photos 6/7/15 $4,536.97
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post 105,335 Accent Feature	  Story	  with	  Interviews	  and	  Photos 6/7/15 $7,733.47
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post 105,335 Online_Pop	  File Clematis	  by	  Night	  Timeline 6/8/15 No	  Ad	  Value
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post Dedicated	  Email Event	  Listing	  with	  Photo 6/8/15 No	  Ad	  Value
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post 105,335 Accent_The	  Scene_This	  Week Event	  Listing 6/10/15 $160.23
Palm	  Beach	  Happening Online Story	  with	  Photo	  and	  Video 6/10/15 No	  Ad	  Value
Palm	  Beach	  Happening Online Event	  Listing 6/10/15 No	  Ad	  Value
South	  Florida	  Sun	  Sentinel 162,721 Local_Bulletin	  Board Calendar	  Listing 6/11/15 $270.00
South	  Florida	  Sun	  Sentinel 162,721 Go_Thursday_Today_Music Calendar	  Listing 6/11/15 $270.00
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post 105,335 Local_In	  Your	  Community Event	  Listing 6/11/15 $561.29
Florida	  Weekly 20,000 Happening Event	  Listing 6/11/15 $395.00
The	  Palm	  Beach	  Post Online Photo	  with	  Caption 6/12/15 No	  Ad	  Value
WPTV Online Event	  Listing	  with	  Photo 6/12/15 No	  Ad	  Value
CBS12 Online	   Video	  with	  Event	  Listing 6/12/15 No	  Ad	  Value
WPBF Online_Home Event	  Listing 6/12/15 No	  Ad	  Value
Florida	  Weekly 20,000 Happening Event	  Listing	  with	  Photo 6/18/15 $705.00
Neighborhood	  Post 105,335 SIP	  Story Event	  Listing	  in	  SIP	  Story 6/18/15 $347.93
Florida	  Weekly 20,000 Happening Event	  Listing 6/25/15 $395.00
Rise	  Miami	  News Online Story	  with	  Photo	   6/29/15 No	  Ad	  Value

Jupiter	  Magazine 18,000 Social	  Calendar_End	  of	  Summer	  Bash Calendar	  Listing Summer	  Issue $125.00
Palm	  Beacher	  Magazine 18,000 Social	  Calendar_End	  of	  Summer	  Bash Calendar	  Listing Summer	  Issue $125.00
Florida	  Weekly 20,000 Arts	  &	  Entertainment	  Cover_Happenings Event	  Listing	  with	  Photo 7/2/15 $705.00
Downtown	  WPB News	  and	  Events	  Eblast Event	  Listing	   7/6/15 No	  Ad	  Value
Palms	  West	  Monthly 18,500 Scene	  from	  West	  Palm Story July	  Issue $476.00

CBS12 27,131 12:00	  PM	  News CBN20	  Event	  Promo 6/11/15 $1,776.00
WPTV	  NewsChannel	  5 79,623 5:51	  PM	  News CBN20	  Event	  Promo 6/11/15 $3,402.81
CBS12 26,757 6:25	  PM	  News CBN20	  Event	  Promo 6/11/15 $1,222.00
WPTV	  NewsChannel	  5 42,958 11:29	  PM	  News CBN20	  Coverage 6/11/15 $3,503.43
CBS12 26,757 11:00	  PM	  News CBN20	  Package 6/11/15 $1,500.00
WPTV	  NewsChannel	  5 9,928 5:05	  AM	  News CBN20	  Coverage 6/12/15 $587.30
CBS12 15,002 5:17	  AM	  News CBN20	  Package 6/12/15 $1,154.00
CBS12 21,490 6:08	  AM	  News CBN20	  Package 6/12/15 $1,154.00
FOX29 17,234 7:35	  AM	  News CBN20	  Package 6/12/15 $704.00

Radio	  Station	  Websites $120,000.00
Live	  Liners $100,800.00
:30	  PSAs $134,400.00
Throwback	  Thursday	  Song $12,000.00
Battle	  of	  Bands	  Promo $80,000.00

WPBF	  25	  News	  TV	  Spots $20,000.00
PRINT/DIGITAL	  PROMOTION

Palm	  Beach	  Post	  ads 10,	  1/4	  ads $35,004.42
Palm	  Beach	  Post	  Digital	  ads 50,000	  impressions $700.00
TOTAL $536,542.68

CBN20	  MEDIA	  COVERAGE	  SUMMARY

TELEVISON	  PROMOTION

July	  2015

June	  2015

May	  2015

RADIO	  PROMOTION

TV	  Coverage

6A: Measurable Results

6A) CBN20 Media Coverage Grid 2015

A
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Media Viewership and Publicity Value report 

Clematis at Night 6-22-15 

 Total Local TV Audience: 132,586  
 Total Local TV Publicity Value: 7,313  

 

FOX 29 Morning News  
Time: Jun 12, 2015 7:35 AM EDT Est. Local Audience: 17,234 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $704  

...on their website. 3 "clematis by night" is 2 years old! the weekly event in downtown west palm beach 
started in the summer of 19-95 under mayor nancy graham. it was originally supposed to be a summer 
program, but people wanted it year-round and the music hasn't stopped since! 

 

Good Morning South Florida 6A  
Time: Jun 12, 2015 6:08 AM EDT  

Est. Local Audience: 21,490 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $1,154  

thousands swarmed downtown west palm beach to celebrate the 20 anniversary of the clematis by 
night....  

6B: Measurable Results

6B-1) Media Viewership and Publicity Value Report Clematis 6-22-15

B
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Good Morning South Florida 5AM  
Time: Jun 12, 2015 5:17 AM EDT Est. Local Audience: 15,002 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $1,154  

cbs 12news this rning. thousands swarmed downtown west palm beach to celebrate the 20th 
anniversary of clematis by night. an estimated 3000- 5000 people hit the downtown water front area, as 
bands competed on two stages. it costs the city about $160- thousand a year to host the free event. 
organizers also say clematis by night has brought a lot of business to the downtown area. by the way, a 
band called krush, a pre-teen rock group, won the battle of the bands competition. time for weather and 
traffic together evey 10...  

 

Today on 5  
Time: Jun 12, 2015 5:05 AM EDT Est. Local Audience: 9928 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $587.30 

...behind it.. and the other florida cities in the top 5.... check out the full story on "my palm beach post 
dot com slash wptv". 3 "clematis by night" is 2 years old! the weekly 3 event in downtown west palm 
beach started in the summer of 1995 under mayor nancy graham. it was originally slated as a summer 
program, but residents wanted it to be year- round and the music hasn't stopped since! if you missed 
last night's celebration don't worry the 20th anniversary party will last all summer -- every thursday 
through august 27th....  

6B: Measurable Results

6B-2) Media Viewership and Publicity Value Report Clematis 6-22-15

CO
NTINUED

B
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NewsChannel 5 at 11  
Time: Jun 11, 2015 11:29 PM EDT  

Est. Local Audience: 42,958 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $3,503.43  

...3 "clematis by night" is 20 the weekly event.. in downtown west palm beach.. began in the summer of 
1995 under mayor nancy graham. it was originally slated as a summer program, but residents quickly 
requested is go year-round -- and the music hasn't stopped since! if you missed tonight's celebration.. 
don't worry -- the 20th anniversary party will last all summer -- every thursday through august 27th. 3 
thank you for joining us. local coverage 3 you can count on continues at 4-30 a-m. the tonight show...  

 

CBS12-6:00  
Time: Jun 11, 2015 6:25 PM EDT Est. Local Audience: 26,757 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $1,222  

...>> that would be nice. >> we have a final look at the weather.>>> a final ship -- a final look at the 
weather. the radar tracking isolated showers right now. 76 for your overnight low tonight getting into 88 
tomorrow and te ceowroenmthem inland and a lot of the area dry. i will have your forecast coming up 
tonight on cbs 12 news at 11. >>> a tradition in west palm beach is hitting MNEEYMA0tNI m finite . -- 
clematis by night. it is a great night to have it....  

6B: Measurable Results

6B-3) Media Viewership and Publicity Value Report Clematis 6-22-15
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NewsChannel 5 at 5:30  
Time: Jun 11, 2015 5:52 PM EDT Est. Local Audience: 79,623 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $3,402.81  

...anniversary with a kick-off celebration that includes a "battle of the bands"-- an 2-dollar throwback 
drink specials. clematis by night started in the summer of 1995 under mayor nancy graham. it was 
originally slated as a summer program, but residents quickly requested is go year-round -- and the music 
hasn't stopped since! the 20th anniversary party will last all summer -- 

 

NewsChannel 5 at 5:30  
Time: Jun 11, 2015 5:51 PM EDT Est. Local Audience: 79,623 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $3,402.81  

...loggerhead marinelife center doing a few laps around her pool,before she was lifted by almost 10 
people onto a gurney. --from there she was transported to the beach,where hundreds of sea turtle fans 
lined up-- seeing amanda off on her way.--including dr. charles ma-near, director of research and 
rehabilitation at the loggerhead marine life center. "My hope is that's she returns to normal behavior 
out there, she continues to reproduce to help the population recover."AMANDA was injured and anemic 
when she arrived in december -- but went home today in tip top shape.reporting live in the newsroom --
rachel leitao -- wptv news channel 5 3 thank you.. 3 "clematis by night" ha become 3 a traditon in 
downtown west palm beach. tonight the city will mark its 20th...  

6B: Measurable Results

6B-4) Media Viewership and Publicity Value Report Clematis 6-22-15
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CBS12 At Noon  
Time: Jun 11, 2015 12:16 PM EDT Est. Local Audience: 27,131 Est. Local Publicity Value: USD $1,776  

a weekly tradition in downtown west palm beach is hitting a milestone tonight. the CIKS0t anniar 
clematis by night. they are planning on marking the occasion with a battle of...  

6B: Measurable Results

6B-5) Media Viewership and Publicity Value Report Clematis 6-22-15
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6C: Measurable Results

6C-1) Parking Revenue JUNE 2014 - 2015

C
Parking Revenue_06.05.14, Gross $1,252.00

Parking Revenue_06.04.15, Gross $1,956.00

2014

2015

Parking Revenue_06.12.14, Gross $1,084.00

Parking Revenue_06.11.15, Gross $2,044.00

2014

2015
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6C: Measurable Results

6C-2) Parking Revenue JUNE 2014 - 2015

CO
NTINUED

C
Parking Revenue_06.19.14, Gross $1,004 .00

Parking Revenue_06.18.15, Gross $1,891.00

2014

2015

Parking Revenue_06.26.14, Gross $1,686.00

Parking Revenue_06.25.15, Gross $1,716.00

2014

2015


